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We analyzed the ESG priorities of 16 ESG investors ahead of 2022 to create a reflection of 
the most talked about and more pressing ESG topics. 
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2022 will see a continuation of some key ESG trends that were persistent in 2021 - such trends
coalesce around Human Capital and the Environment.

Following the recent Climate COP 26 and Biodiversity COP 15, investors will seek action from
companies on pressing environmental themes in 2022. Alongside this will be the bubbling
pressures surrounding human capital management as some investors and organizations are calling
for a social transition to accompany the low carbon transition.

Due to increased importance and influence, companies should track the evolution of the following
key trends to anticipate investor demands. By planning effectively, companies will be able to
strategize their time and resources to address ESG issues that are of concern to key investors and
other stakeholders. “Will you go the way of the dodo, or will you be a phoenix?” (Larry Fink, 2022 CEO

Letter)



The well-being and job satisfaction of workers has grown in importance

throughout 2021. With the phenomenon of the ‘great-resignation’ in the US

market, this ESG focus area has significant business implications as well. Many

companies have experienced the challenges of labor shortages in 2021 and this

will result in an increasing emphasis on talent recruitment and retention in

2022. Relating to this, asset managers are especially concerned with what

companies are doing to mitigate human capital management risks, such as high

employee turnover. This comes as investors are looking to “systematically

integrate material social factors, such as health and safety standards, employee

wellbeing, mental health, and supply chain standards”, according to Federated

Hermes. [1]

Investors have already begun setting their engagement expectations on

corporates in 2022, which will see increased ESG focus across most sectors in

risks including Human Capital, Biodiversity Loss, and Physical Climate Change.

Engagement teams will want to know how companies are planning to manage

volatile work force trends and in preparation for potential proxy votes, what

action and transparency is being taken with respect to Diversity, Equity, and

Inclusion. Biodiversity Loss and Physical Climate Change are both systemic risks

which means that companies will need to explain how these risks are being

governed. Additionally, Investor Relations teams will need to communicate how

management is addressing the interconnectivity of these environmental issues.

50% of ESG 

investors analyzed 
talked about 

Human Capital 
Management 

Risks
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The implications of biodiversity loss are estimated to impact large parts of the

global economy, to the point that deforestation, ecosystem degradation and the

destruction of natural capital are all viewed as ‘systemic risks’. Schroders

research team is “already zooming in on issues such as deforestation,

sustainable food and agriculture and waste management”. Increasingly,

investors will engage with companies to find out how they are demonstrating

how biodiversity loss may be material and what processes are in place to begin

managing and reporting on natural capital risks. Global collaboration to prevent

biodiversity loss is accelerating, with the Kunming Conference in May set to be

a watershed moment as countries turn commitments into actions and investors

and companies being seen as a key part to tackling the biodiversity crisis.

5

COP26 has set the stage for future COP events in highlighting the importance of

clear and unambiguous reporting on physical climate risks, including flooding,

drought, and fires etc. Wellington Asset Management asserts that the low-

carbon economic shift will accelerate as stakeholders progressively demand

action from companies and policymakers, stating “providing physical asset

location data is a crucial component of disclosing material climate-related risks.

It is also among the simplest — arguably essential — first steps toward

promoting climate-risk transparency”. [3] For companies, providing greater

transparency around physical risk data will be crucial in allowing investors to

align their own portfolios to a well below 2oC global warming scenario.

Biodiversity risk 

had the highest 
interest of any 
topic that was 
discussed by 

investors
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Investors expect companies to integrate ESG principles at an organizational and 

governance level. This includes management and board diversity reflecting the 

markets in which they operate, as well as deeper board expertise on a range of 

ESG topics. Companies need to be careful that inclusivity is not neglected within 

their Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DE&I) strategy. Beyond a DE&I 

management strategy, companies that successfully integrate inclusivity into 

their company culture, and can demonstrate this to investors, will be viewed as 

more resilient organizations overall. Investors will look towards companies that 

are vertically integrating DE&I, down through executive teams and management 

to the wider workforce [2]. This top-down approach is seen as essential to the 

effective delivery of long-term sustainability topics, such as energy transition, 

employee satisfaction, and a company-wide Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 

approach.

6

In order for companies to integrate material ESG themes, clearly defined ESG

strategies and planning need to be reinforced and communicated through a top-

down and long-term outlook. Through the creation of realistic and robust ESG

strategies, companies will be best placed to take real action on broader

sustainability challenges such as the climate transition, social and economic

inequalities, and the digital transformation.

Diversity, Equity
& Inclusion is 

among the top 
three topics of 
relative interest 

to investors
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As the global economy continuously adapts to digitalization, companies face a

challenge of how best to integrate digital systems within traditional business

models, as well as address key concerns relating to data-intense operations.

Data collection, usage, privacy, and security are everyday concerns for

companies; however, there may be additional pain points when assessing a

long-term view [4]. Corporates may be vulnerable to pressures including the

expansion of digital rights through regulation, the burden of a zero-trust

approach (mandatory two-factor authentication, skepticism of online actors),

social adaptation to new digital norms, and the unknown role of Artificial

Intelligence. Not only should risks be accounted for in 2022, but the digital

transformation offers key opportunities relating to a shift towards a low-carbon

economy, as well as more flexible and healthier jobs.

7

Net-Zero targets will be center stage and under the microscope of investors,

who will increasingly engage companies on how their company strategy and

capital expenditures are aligned with Net-Zero frameworks. For investors, the

pressure is two-fold: to reach Net-Zero portfolio targets, and to satisfy a

growing range of regulatory pressures, which will trickledown to investee

companies. It is important for companies and value chain partners to establish

clear Net-Zero targets aligned with a science-based approach, as downward

emissions pressure begins to place a considerable burden on suppliers.

88% of ESG 

investors analyzed 
talked about 

Net-Zero
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As regulation sets out to consolidate ESG standards across various markets, 

investors will find it easier to compare company ESG information. 2022 will see 

various regulatory approaches towards tackling greenwashing start to 

produce meaningful results. The European Union’s Sustainable Finance 

Package will progressively demand more from investors and companies alike in 

2022, as regulation in the EU really starts to bite.[5] Despite some confusion 

regarding the new sustainability reporting regime, many investors will see the 

new developments as a step towards more unified sustainability disclosures, 

reducing the current miasma of frameworks. In North America, some of the 

more recognizable frameworks could potentially be advocated for by regulators 

such as the US Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) during 2022, which 

prefers to lean toward market-led standards rather than to provide top-down 

regulation, similar to the approach the UK has already planned in its adoption 

of the upcoming ISSB and its ongoing implementation of TCFD.
8

Investor demand for greater comparability of disclosed sustainability data by 

corporates is set to be supported by significant legislation on disclosure 

frameworks from the EU and US. The introduction of new regulation, the 

consolidation of existing frameworks and the greater importance placed on 

external assurance, should soon combine to improve confidence in ESG metrics.   

At least half 
of investors 

analyzed view ESG 
Regulation as a 

topic of interest in 
2022
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With an increasing number of investors utilizing ESG ratings within their 

investment decision making processes, it is crucial for companies to be able to 

navigate the complexities associated with each data provider. Additionally, 

communication of corporate metrics and targets should be pinpointed to reflect 

the demands of ESG rating agencies while maintaining a balance with other 

business and sustainability priorities. Leaders Arena can help in every area of 

ESG, including ESG ratings. 

For more information contact support@leadersarena.global. 

As more institutional investors rely on their own climate scenario modelling, 

the input of accurate and comparable company data will grow in importance. 

Assurance of ESG disclosures could partly address this, and while it is never an 

easy decision for companies, investors have certainly begun to raise the profile 

of verification for key sustainability metrics, in particular the reporting of carbon 

emissions and other greenhouse gases. As reporting focusses on both short-

term action and long-term impacts, certainty in data disclosed by companies 

will allow investors to confidently make sustainability related decisions in 2022.

9

A key event at COP26 was the announcement that the Climate Disclosure 

Standards Board (CDSB) and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 

(SASB) will merge into a more unified International Sustainability Standards 

Board (ISSB) in order to promote a single corporate sustainability reporting 

standard. In order to maintain the positive impact that ESG investing can have, 

standardization and clear regulatory guidance will be necessary.[6] In 2022, only 

climate change elements of the framework will be released which will likely give 

investors a good basis for Net-Zero planning but will still leave a significant gap 

of other ESG themes. As Frameworks are consolidated in the pursuit of globally 

acceptable and aligned reporting, disclosing in-line with the standards that 

investors find most meaningful will become even more essential.

9
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Disclosure of Scope 3 emissions has been a struggle for many companies. For 

upstream corporations with Scope 3 reduction targets, the carbon emissions of 

suppliers represent a material risk. With the release of CDP’s Climate Disclosure 

Standard for Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs), 2022 may see the wide 

adoption of comprehensive Scope 3 reporting. Walmart has stood out from 

other companies by creating Project Gigaton, an initiative to engage suppliers 

on climate action. Reducing Scope 3 emissions will require a balance of 

communication and relationship building between larger corporates and their 

supply chain partners to implement climate strategies. Supply chain partners 

could get ahead of competitors in 2022 by reducing their own Scope 1 and 2 

emissions, therefore aiding the corporates they work with in reducing Scope 3 

emissions. 

10

Corporates will need to consider all ESG impacts within their value chain as well 

as their ability to influence change in these areas. Companies can illustrate ESG 

leadership by appreciating and using the influence they have, by positively 

affecting their partners’ and suppliers’ attitudes and actions toward climate 

change, human rights, and overall sustainability.

One of the more 
niche topics is 

Scope 3 emissions, 

with 19% of 

investors talking 
about it 
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Companies that take a holistic approach to ESG by considering the positive and 

negative impacts of products to stakeholders, society as a whole, and the 

environment will be positioned to benefit from increased ESG investor 

attention. Allianz Global Investors suggests “a new economy is taking shape, 

and sustainability affects every company, sector and region... Supply chains 

have broken down and need to be rethought, and true costs that were once 

externalized and delayed may now be reflected upfront in the prices consumers 

pay.” [8]. A company’s management of ESG concerns within the value chain will 

start to be considered as an indicator of ESG leadership which includes 

communicating, identifying, and managing product impacts.
11

There is increased demand from investors for companies to address human 

rights issues and to conduct human rights due diligence of their value chain. 

The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights has 

released its 10-year roadmap up to 2030 which calls for greater responsibility 

from companies regarding human rights abuse within their sphere of influence. 

[7] Investors view this with great importance too: “it is important to consider 

the theme of human rights through the lens of the impact that companies can 

have on rights holders. This includes workers –through the supply chain, 

communities –through the impact of their operations, and consumers – through 

the products and services they provide”, [2] according to Schroders. In 2022, 

ESG focused asset managers will increasingly judge companies on their human 

rights performance rather than just if they have internal management systems.

Human Rights is 

among the top 
half of ESG topics 

in terms of relative 
investor interest
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